1. What is the location for this segment of America’s Heartland _________________.
   _________________________________.
   _________________________________.
   _________________________________.

2. The quad cities were once the center of tractor manufacturing, but today only ________________
   _________________________________.
   _________________________________.
   _________________________________.

3. Who was John Deere? _________________________________.
   _________________________________.

4. The John Deere 9860 STS Combine, one of the world’s largest harvesters, is really three machines in
   one. It is a _________________________________.
   _________________________________.
   _________________________________.

5. Each combine has ________________________________ components, weighs ________________
   pounds and is powered with _________________________________.

6. These combines are designed to run ________________________________ a day
   during harvest season. In the cab _________________________________.
   _________________________________.
   _________________________________.

7. Complete with a GPS, the price tag begins at ________________________________
   and the price goes up with each cutter and attachment.

8. If you want to visit the John Deere Harvester Factory, Collector’s Center and/or John Deere Pavilion
   you will need to travel to _________________________________.
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